
Game Components
 •  96 Character Tiles: 12 sets of 8 characters, with one set of white Character Tiles
 •  6 Villain Tiles, featuring the Dark Kingdom villains
 •  10 Ending Tiles, which outline the conditions that ends the game
 •  63 Success Tokens: 33 of value 1 (bow with broach), 21 of value 2 (Moon Stick), and 9 of value 3 (Legendary Silver Crystal)
 •  8 plastic tile holders
 •  2 cloth draw bags: a larger bag for Character Tiles and a smaller bag for Success Tokens
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Triggering the End of the Game
At the beginning of the game, two Ending Tiles were selected and 
placed face-up on the table. If the conditions of either or both of these 
Ending Tiles are met at any time, the game ends immediately. The 
Ending Tile that reads “The game ends when one player needs to play 
a tile and has none in their tile holder.” is always selected; if a player 
ever starts a round (after collecting a tile in the previous round) but has 
no more tiles in their tile holder to play, the game end is triggered. The 
nine other Ending Tiles trigger the end of the game when:

 • One player has 4 copies of the same Character Tile in play. 
(eg. 4 Sailor Moon, 4 Sailor Mars, etc.)

 • One player has 6 different Character Tiles in play. 
(eg. Sailor Moon, Sailor Chibi Moon, and the 4 planetary guardians)

 • One player has 3 copies each of 2 different Character Tiles in play. 
(eg. 3 Sailor Mercury and 3 Sailor Venus)

 • One player has 2 copies each of 3 different Character Tiles in play. 
(eg. 2 Sailor Mercury, 2 Sailor Venus, and 2 Tuxedo Mask)

 • One player has 4 white Character Tiles in play. (eg. copies of the white 
Sailor Moon, Tuxedo Mask, Sailor Jupiter, and Sailor Mars)

 • One player has all 4 Space-Time tiles in play. (ie. at least one copy 
each of Sailor Moon, Sailor Chibi Moon, Tuxedo Mask, and Sailor Pluto)

 • One player has all 4 guardian tiles in play. (ie. at least one copy each 
of Sailor Mercury, Sailor Mars, Sailor Jupiter, and Sailor Venus)

 • One player has 3 Villain Tiles in play. 
(eg. Queen Beryl, Zoycite, and Nephrite)

 • One player has tiles in play with numbers that total at least 36. 
(ie. Each Character Tile has a white number inside a black circle printed 
near the top right. When a player’s face-up tiles have numbers that sum 
to at least a total of 36, this Ending Tile condition is met.)

End Game Scoring
The player that triggers the game’s end has been defeated and cannot 
win. The other players then add up the values on all of their Success 
Tokens and the player with the highest total sum is the winner.

In case of a winning tie, the tied player who has the most tiles remaining 
in their tile holder wins. In case of another tie, the tied player who has 
the greater number of Success Tokens wins. In case of a third tie, the 
tied player with the fewest Villain Tiles collected wins. In the unlikely 
event of a fourth tie, the players share the victory.
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Number of Players
Add the Set of 

8 White Characters 
to the Bag?

Number of Character 
Sets (and Tiles) Added 

to the Draw Bag

Number of Character 
Sets (and Tiles) 

Not Used

Number of Villain 
Tiles Added to 
the Draw Bag

3 No 5 sets (40 tiles) 7 sets (56 tiles) 0

4 Yes 6 sets (48 tiles) 6 sets (48 tiles) 3

5 Yes 7 sets (56 tiles) 5 sets (40 tiles) 6

6 Yes 9 sets (72 tiles) 3 sets (24 tiles) 6

7 Yes 10 sets (80 tiles) 2 sets (16 tiles) 6

8 Yes 12 sets (96 tiles) 0 sets (0 tiles) 6

Object of the Game
Players each attempt to avoid running out of Character Tiles and/or filling 
the conditions on the selected Ending Tile that triggers the end of the game 
while simultaneously trying to gain the greatest number of Success Token 
points. The player that triggers the game’s end has been defeated, while the 
player with the greatest number of Success Token points is the winner.

Preparing to Play
Place all the Success Tokens into the small cloth draw bag. Each player takes one plastic tile holder for their tiles. Place the 
Ending Tile that reads “The game ends when one player needs to play a tile and has none in their tile holder.” at the centre 
of the table so all players can see it. With group consensus, randomly or purposefully draw one additional Ending Tile and place 
it next to the first one. If the conditions of either or both of these Ending Tiles are met at any time, the game immediately ends. 
The unselected Ending Tiles are set aside and not used during the game.

There are 12 sets of eight Character Tiles included with the game (11 regular 
sets, plus one special “white character” set), plus six Villain Tiles. Not all sets are 
used in every game, though. Place a number of Character Tiles sets and Villain 
Tiles into the large cloth draw bag as determined by the number of players and 
place the remaining unused tiles aside. The numbers printed on the left side of 
each Character and Villain Tile indicate the minimum number of players needed 
to include those tiles. For example, a game with six players will use all tiles 
marked with a “3+”, “4+”, “5+” or “6+” (72 Character Tiles plus 6 Villain Tiles), but 
not those remaining Character Tiles with “7+” or “8” on them (24 Character Tiles).

Each player randomly draws 12 tiles from the large draw bag and stands them up 
in their plastic tile holder by inserting the tiles into the angled slots so the tiles 
slope towards the player. Images of the characters and villains should be facing 
the player to keep their identities secret (the angled slots on the tile holder assists 
with privacy). Randomly select the starting player and then the game begins.

Minimum number of 
players needed to 

include this specific 
Character Tile in the 

game (8 players)

Success Tokens (in values of 1, 2, and 3)
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Choice B: Look and Pass
The receiving player looks at the tile to confirm its identity before performing the exact same activity as the previous player: 
sliding the tile across the table to any opponent of choice and stating the identity of the character on the tile (which may be a 
true or false statement).

Continuing the earlier example from when he first received the tile, Maxfield looks at the tile and sees that it is indeed Sailor Jupiter and 
that Molly was telling the truth. He slides the tile to Andrew. Just like Molly, Maxfield can either state the tile’s true identity or can give 
a false identity. Maxfield tries to bluff Andrew, telling him “Actually, it’s not Sailor Jupiter, it’s Tuxedo Mask.” As the player receiving the 
tile, Andrew now has the same two choices that Maxfield originally did: Initiate a Challenge or Look and Pass.

Continuing the Game
Each specific tile can only be passed to each player once and cannot be passed to the player who first initiated the round (and 
thus knows the tile’s true identity). If the tile has been passed by every player in the game except the final player, the final 
receiving player can only perform Choice A: Initiate a Challenge. Choice B is eliminated for the final receiving player.

The player who collected the tile and placed it face-up in front of them (their “in play” area) begins the next round by removing 
one tile from their plastic tile holder and sliding it across the table to any opponent. This process continues round-to-round 
until the end of the game, which can be triggered in two different ways (see page 5).

Villain Tiles
Villain Tiles provide special player bonuses during the game. Instead of passing a normal Character Tile to another player, the 
player starting a round can select a Villain Tile from their tile holder instead. Since the identity of the villains can never be 
truthfully stated, the passing player must always bluff and indicate the tile’s identity as one of the eight normal Character Tiles. 
Receiving players selecting Choice B: Look and Pass must do the same and bluff when they pass the tile to an opponent.

If the receiving player selects Choice A: Initiate a Challenge, the only correct declaration is “bluff”. The collection of Villain Tile 
is the opposite of the normal Character Tiles: if “bluff” was stated, the receiving player collects the Villain Tile; if “truth” was 
stated, the passing player collects the Villain Tile. The player who collects a Villain Tile immediately performs the bonus action 
indicated on the tile if possible (see the table below) before that player continues the next round by selecting and passing a tile.
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Villain Identity Bonus Action Performed By Player Who Collects the Villain Tile

Queen Beryl Move any face-up tile from one player to another player

Jadeite Draw one bonus tile from the bag of unused tiles

Zoycite Discard one of your face-up tiles to the draw bag

Nephrite Exchange one of your face-up tiles with one of another player

Kunzite Place one of your face-up tiles back in your tile holder

Dark Kingdom Clan Draw one bonus Success Token

Identities on the Character Tiles
The identities of the characters on the Character Tiles will be instantly recognisable to anyone 
familiar with the Sailor Moon Crystal series. The characters are: Sailor Moon, Sailor Mercury, 
Sailor Mars, Sailor Jupiter, Sailor Venus, Tuxedo Mask, Sailor Chibi Moon, and Sailor Pluto. Note 
that the white version of each the eight characters function the exact same as their full-colour 
counterparts; the white versions are special tiles that may also trigger the end of the game if 
a specific Ending Tile is selected (see page 5). The Villain Tiles – though their names are never 
needed during the game – feature villains from the Dark Kingdom, including Queen Beryl, 
Jadeite, Zoycite, Nephrite, and Kunzite.

Playing the Game
The starting player for each round removes one tile from their plastic tile holder and places it 
face down on the table in front of them, being careful not to reveal the image on the selected 
tile. The player then slides the tile across the table to any opponent of choice and states the 
identity of the character on the tile; the stated identity can either be true or false, as desired.

For example, if Molly is the starting (or current) player and slides a tile with Sailor Jupiter on it 
over to her opponent, Maxfield, Molly can either state the tile’s true identity (“Sailor Jupiter”) or 
a false identity (any of the other seven characters: Sailor Moon, Sailor Mercury, Sailor Mars, Sailor 
Venus, Tuxedo Mask, Sailor Chibi Moon, or Sailor Pluto). Molly decides to tell the truth and states to 
Maxfield that the tile is Sailor Jupiter.

The player receiving a tile from an opponent (in the above example, Maxfield is receiving a tile) 
has two choices: Initiate a Challenge or Look and Pass.

Choice A: Initiate a Challenge
Without looking at the identity of the tile, the receiving player must declare “truth” (if they believe the opponent passing the 
tile was stating the true identity of the tile) or “bluff” (if they believe the opponent was providing a false identity for the tile). 
The tile is then flipped face up for everyone to see its identity.

If the receiving player is correct – declaring “truth” when the passing player stated the tile’s true identity or declaring “bluff” 
when the passing player stated a false identity of the tile — the passing player collects the tile and places it face-up in front 
of them (in their “in play” area).

If the receiving player is incorrect – declaring “bluff” when the passing player stated the tile’s true identity or declaring “truth” 
when the passing player stated a false identity of the tile — the receiving player collects the tile and places it face-up in front 
of them (in their “in play” area).

In the above example, Molly told Maxfield the truth; Sailor Jupiter was truthfully identified as the character on the tile. If Maxfield 
believed Molly and declared “truth”, Molly would collect the tile and place it face-up in front of her. If Maxfield thought Molly was being 
untruthful and declared “bluff”, he would collect the tile instead.

The player who won the challenge and did not collect the tile draws one random Success Token from the smaller bag and places 
it face-down nearby. The player can look at it but must keep its identity and value (1, 2, or 3) hidden from their opponents.
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3 No 5 sets (40 tiles) 7 sets (56 tiles) 0

4 Yes 6 sets (48 tiles) 6 sets (48 tiles) 3

5 Yes 7 sets (56 tiles) 5 sets (40 tiles) 6

6 Yes 9 sets (72 tiles) 3 sets (24 tiles) 6

7 Yes 10 sets (80 tiles) 2 sets (16 tiles) 6

8 Yes 12 sets (96 tiles) 0 sets (0 tiles) 6

Object of the Game
Players each attempt to avoid running out of Character Tiles and/or filling 
the conditions on the selected Ending Tile that triggers the end of the game 
while simultaneously trying to gain the greatest number of Success Token 
points. The player that triggers the game’s end has been defeated, while the 
player with the greatest number of Success Token points is the winner.

Preparing to Play
Place all the Success Tokens into the small cloth draw bag. Each player takes one plastic tile holder for their tiles. Place the 
Ending Tile that reads “The game ends when one player needs to play a tile and has none in their tile holder.” at the centre 
of the table so all players can see it. With group consensus, randomly or purposefully draw one additional Ending Tile and place 
it next to the first one. If the conditions of either or both of these Ending Tiles are met at any time, the game immediately ends. 
The unselected Ending Tiles are set aside and not used during the game.

There are 12 sets of eight Character Tiles included with the game (11 regular 
sets, plus one special “white character” set), plus six Villain Tiles. Not all sets are 
used in every game, though. Place a number of Character Tiles sets and Villain 
Tiles into the large cloth draw bag as determined by the number of players and 
place the remaining unused tiles aside. The numbers printed on the left side of 
each Character and Villain Tile indicate the minimum number of players needed 
to include those tiles. For example, a game with six players will use all tiles 
marked with a “3+”, “4+”, “5+” or “6+” (72 Character Tiles plus 6 Villain Tiles), but 
not those remaining Character Tiles with “7+” or “8” on them (24 Character Tiles).

Each player randomly draws 12 tiles from the large draw bag and stands them up 
in their plastic tile holder by inserting the tiles into the angled slots so the tiles 
slope towards the player. Images of the characters and villains should be facing 
the player to keep their identities secret (the angled slots on the tile holder assists 
with privacy). Randomly select the starting player and then the game begins.
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Character Tile in the 

game (8 players)
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Choice B: Look and Pass
The receiving player looks at the tile to confirm its identity before performing the exact same activity as the previous player: 
sliding the tile across the table to any opponent of choice and stating the identity of the character on the tile (which may be a 
true or false statement).

Continuing the earlier example from when he first received the tile, Maxfield looks at the tile and sees that it is indeed Sailor Jupiter and 
that Molly was telling the truth. He slides the tile to Andrew. Just like Molly, Maxfield can either state the tile’s true identity or can give 
a false identity. Maxfield tries to bluff Andrew, telling him “Actually, it’s not Sailor Jupiter, it’s Tuxedo Mask.” As the player receiving the 
tile, Andrew now has the same two choices that Maxfield originally did: Initiate a Challenge or Look and Pass.

Continuing the Game
Each specific tile can only be passed to each player once and cannot be passed to the player who first initiated the round (and 
thus knows the tile’s true identity). If the tile has been passed by every player in the game except the final player, the final 
receiving player can only perform Choice A: Initiate a Challenge. Choice B is eliminated for the final receiving player.

The player who collected the tile and placed it face-up in front of them (their “in play” area) begins the next round by removing 
one tile from their plastic tile holder and sliding it across the table to any opponent. This process continues round-to-round 
until the end of the game, which can be triggered in two different ways (see page 5).

Villain Tiles
Villain Tiles provide special player bonuses during the game. Instead of passing a normal Character Tile to another player, the 
player starting a round can select a Villain Tile from their tile holder instead. Since the identity of the villains can never be 
truthfully stated, the passing player must always bluff and indicate the tile’s identity as one of the eight normal Character Tiles. 
Receiving players selecting Choice B: Look and Pass must do the same and bluff when they pass the tile to an opponent.

If the receiving player selects Choice A: Initiate a Challenge, the only correct declaration is “bluff”. The collection of Villain Tile 
is the opposite of the normal Character Tiles: if “bluff” was stated, the receiving player collects the Villain Tile; if “truth” was 
stated, the passing player collects the Villain Tile. The player who collects a Villain Tile immediately performs the bonus action 
indicated on the tile if possible (see the table below) before that player continues the next round by selecting and passing a tile.
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Villain Identity Bonus Action Performed By Player Who Collects the Villain Tile

Queen Beryl Move any face-up tile from one player to another player

Jadeite Draw one bonus tile from the bag of unused tiles

Zoycite Discard one of your face-up tiles to the draw bag

Nephrite Exchange one of your face-up tiles with one of another player

Kunzite Place one of your face-up tiles back in your tile holder

Dark Kingdom Clan Draw one bonus Success Token

Identities on the Character Tiles
The identities of the characters on the Character Tiles will be instantly recognisable to anyone 
familiar with the Sailor Moon Crystal series. The characters are: Sailor Moon, Sailor Mercury, 
Sailor Mars, Sailor Jupiter, Sailor Venus, Tuxedo Mask, Sailor Chibi Moon, and Sailor Pluto. Note 
that the white version of each the eight characters function the exact same as their full-colour 
counterparts; the white versions are special tiles that may also trigger the end of the game if 
a specific Ending Tile is selected (see page 5). The Villain Tiles – though their names are never 
needed during the game – feature villains from the Dark Kingdom, including Queen Beryl, 
Jadeite, Zoycite, Nephrite, and Kunzite.

Playing the Game
The starting player for each round removes one tile from their plastic tile holder and places it 
face down on the table in front of them, being careful not to reveal the image on the selected 
tile. The player then slides the tile across the table to any opponent of choice and states the 
identity of the character on the tile; the stated identity can either be true or false, as desired.

For example, if Molly is the starting (or current) player and slides a tile with Sailor Jupiter on it 
over to her opponent, Maxfield, Molly can either state the tile’s true identity (“Sailor Jupiter”) or 
a false identity (any of the other seven characters: Sailor Moon, Sailor Mercury, Sailor Mars, Sailor 
Venus, Tuxedo Mask, Sailor Chibi Moon, or Sailor Pluto). Molly decides to tell the truth and states to 
Maxfield that the tile is Sailor Jupiter.

The player receiving a tile from an opponent (in the above example, Maxfield is receiving a tile) 
has two choices: Initiate a Challenge or Look and Pass.

Choice A: Initiate a Challenge
Without looking at the identity of the tile, the receiving player must declare “truth” (if they believe the opponent passing the 
tile was stating the true identity of the tile) or “bluff” (if they believe the opponent was providing a false identity for the tile). 
The tile is then flipped face up for everyone to see its identity.

If the receiving player is correct – declaring “truth” when the passing player stated the tile’s true identity or declaring “bluff” 
when the passing player stated a false identity of the tile — the passing player collects the tile and places it face-up in front 
of them (in their “in play” area).

If the receiving player is incorrect – declaring “bluff” when the passing player stated the tile’s true identity or declaring “truth” 
when the passing player stated a false identity of the tile — the receiving player collects the tile and places it face-up in front 
of them (in their “in play” area).

In the above example, Molly told Maxfield the truth; Sailor Jupiter was truthfully identified as the character on the tile. If Maxfield 
believed Molly and declared “truth”, Molly would collect the tile and place it face-up in front of her. If Maxfield thought Molly was being 
untruthful and declared “bluff”, he would collect the tile instead.

The player who won the challenge and did not collect the tile draws one random Success Token from the smaller bag and places 
it face-down nearby. The player can look at it but must keep its identity and value (1, 2, or 3) hidden from their opponents.
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3 No 5 sets (40 tiles) 7 sets (56 tiles) 0

4 Yes 6 sets (48 tiles) 6 sets (48 tiles) 3

5 Yes 7 sets (56 tiles) 5 sets (40 tiles) 6

6 Yes 9 sets (72 tiles) 3 sets (24 tiles) 6

7 Yes 10 sets (80 tiles) 2 sets (16 tiles) 6

8 Yes 12 sets (96 tiles) 0 sets (0 tiles) 6

Object of the Game
Players each attempt to avoid running out of Character Tiles and/or filling 
the conditions on the selected Ending Tile that triggers the end of the game 
while simultaneously trying to gain the greatest number of Success Token 
points. The player that triggers the game’s end has been defeated, while the 
player with the greatest number of Success Token points is the winner.

Preparing to Play
Place all the Success Tokens into the small cloth draw bag. Each player takes one plastic tile holder for their tiles. Place the 
Ending Tile that reads “The game ends when one player needs to play a tile and has none in their tile holder.” at the centre 
of the table so all players can see it. With group consensus, randomly or purposefully draw one additional Ending Tile and place 
it next to the first one. If the conditions of either or both of these Ending Tiles are met at any time, the game immediately ends. 
The unselected Ending Tiles are set aside and not used during the game.

There are 12 sets of eight Character Tiles included with the game (11 regular 
sets, plus one special “white character” set), plus six Villain Tiles. Not all sets are 
used in every game, though. Place a number of Character Tiles sets and Villain 
Tiles into the large cloth draw bag as determined by the number of players and 
place the remaining unused tiles aside. The numbers printed on the left side of 
each Character and Villain Tile indicate the minimum number of players needed 
to include those tiles. For example, a game with six players will use all tiles 
marked with a “3+”, “4+”, “5+” or “6+” (72 Character Tiles plus 6 Villain Tiles), but 
not those remaining Character Tiles with “7+” or “8” on them (24 Character Tiles).

Each player randomly draws 12 tiles from the large draw bag and stands them up 
in their plastic tile holder by inserting the tiles into the angled slots so the tiles 
slope towards the player. Images of the characters and villains should be facing 
the player to keep their identities secret (the angled slots on the tile holder assists 
with privacy). Randomly select the starting player and then the game begins.
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Choice B: Look and Pass
The receiving player looks at the tile to confirm its identity before performing the exact same activity as the previous player: 
sliding the tile across the table to any opponent of choice and stating the identity of the character on the tile (which may be a 
true or false statement).

Continuing the earlier example from when he first received the tile, Maxfield looks at the tile and sees that it is indeed Sailor Jupiter and 
that Molly was telling the truth. He slides the tile to Andrew. Just like Molly, Maxfield can either state the tile’s true identity or can give 
a false identity. Maxfield tries to bluff Andrew, telling him “Actually, it’s not Sailor Jupiter, it’s Tuxedo Mask.” As the player receiving the 
tile, Andrew now has the same two choices that Maxfield originally did: Initiate a Challenge or Look and Pass.

Continuing the Game
Each specific tile can only be passed to each player once and cannot be passed to the player who first initiated the round (and 
thus knows the tile’s true identity). If the tile has been passed by every player in the game except the final player, the final 
receiving player can only perform Choice A: Initiate a Challenge. Choice B is eliminated for the final receiving player.

The player who collected the tile and placed it face-up in front of them (their “in play” area) begins the next round by removing 
one tile from their plastic tile holder and sliding it across the table to any opponent. This process continues round-to-round 
until the end of the game, which can be triggered in two different ways (see page 5).

Villain Tiles
Villain Tiles provide special player bonuses during the game. Instead of passing a normal Character Tile to another player, the 
player starting a round can select a Villain Tile from their tile holder instead. Since the identity of the villains can never be 
truthfully stated, the passing player must always bluff and indicate the tile’s identity as one of the eight normal Character Tiles. 
Receiving players selecting Choice B: Look and Pass must do the same and bluff when they pass the tile to an opponent.

If the receiving player selects Choice A: Initiate a Challenge, the only correct declaration is “bluff”. The collection of Villain Tile 
is the opposite of the normal Character Tiles: if “bluff” was stated, the receiving player collects the Villain Tile; if “truth” was 
stated, the passing player collects the Villain Tile. The player who collects a Villain Tile immediately performs the bonus action 
indicated on the tile if possible (see the table below) before that player continues the next round by selecting and passing a tile.
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Villain Identity Bonus Action Performed By Player Who Collects the Villain Tile

Queen Beryl Move any face-up tile from one player to another player

Jadeite Draw one bonus tile from the bag of unused tiles

Zoycite Discard one of your face-up tiles to the draw bag

Nephrite Exchange one of your face-up tiles with one of another player

Kunzite Place one of your face-up tiles back in your tile holder

Dark Kingdom Clan Draw one bonus Success Token

Identities on the Character Tiles
The identities of the characters on the Character Tiles will be instantly recognisable to anyone 
familiar with the Sailor Moon Crystal series. The characters are: Sailor Moon, Sailor Mercury, 
Sailor Mars, Sailor Jupiter, Sailor Venus, Tuxedo Mask, Sailor Chibi Moon, and Sailor Pluto. Note 
that the white version of each the eight characters function the exact same as their full-colour 
counterparts; the white versions are special tiles that may also trigger the end of the game if 
a specific Ending Tile is selected (see page 5). The Villain Tiles – though their names are never 
needed during the game – feature villains from the Dark Kingdom, including Queen Beryl, 
Jadeite, Zoycite, Nephrite, and Kunzite.

Playing the Game
The starting player for each round removes one tile from their plastic tile holder and places it 
face down on the table in front of them, being careful not to reveal the image on the selected 
tile. The player then slides the tile across the table to any opponent of choice and states the 
identity of the character on the tile; the stated identity can either be true or false, as desired.

For example, if Molly is the starting (or current) player and slides a tile with Sailor Jupiter on it 
over to her opponent, Maxfield, Molly can either state the tile’s true identity (“Sailor Jupiter”) or 
a false identity (any of the other seven characters: Sailor Moon, Sailor Mercury, Sailor Mars, Sailor 
Venus, Tuxedo Mask, Sailor Chibi Moon, or Sailor Pluto). Molly decides to tell the truth and states to 
Maxfield that the tile is Sailor Jupiter.

The player receiving a tile from an opponent (in the above example, Maxfield is receiving a tile) 
has two choices: Initiate a Challenge or Look and Pass.

Choice A: Initiate a Challenge
Without looking at the identity of the tile, the receiving player must declare “truth” (if they believe the opponent passing the 
tile was stating the true identity of the tile) or “bluff” (if they believe the opponent was providing a false identity for the tile). 
The tile is then flipped face up for everyone to see its identity.

If the receiving player is correct – declaring “truth” when the passing player stated the tile’s true identity or declaring “bluff” 
when the passing player stated a false identity of the tile — the passing player collects the tile and places it face-up in front 
of them (in their “in play” area).

If the receiving player is incorrect – declaring “bluff” when the passing player stated the tile’s true identity or declaring “truth” 
when the passing player stated a false identity of the tile — the receiving player collects the tile and places it face-up in front 
of them (in their “in play” area).

In the above example, Molly told Maxfield the truth; Sailor Jupiter was truthfully identified as the character on the tile. If Maxfield 
believed Molly and declared “truth”, Molly would collect the tile and place it face-up in front of her. If Maxfield thought Molly was being 
untruthful and declared “bluff”, he would collect the tile instead.

The player who won the challenge and did not collect the tile draws one random Success Token from the smaller bag and places 
it face-down nearby. The player can look at it but must keep its identity and value (1, 2, or 3) hidden from their opponents.
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Game Components
 •  96 Character Tiles: 12 sets of 8 characters, with one set of white Character Tiles
 •  6 Villain Tiles, featuring the Dark Kingdom villains
 •  10 Ending Tiles, which outline the conditions that ends the game
 •  63 Success Tokens: 33 of value 1 (bow with broach), 21 of value 2 (Moon Stick), and 9 of value 3 (Legendary Silver Crystal)
 •  8 plastic tile holders
 •  2 cloth draw bags: a larger bag for Character Tiles and a smaller bag for Success Tokens
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Triggering the End of the Game
At the beginning of the game, two Ending Tiles were selected and 
placed face-up on the table. If the conditions of either or both of these 
Ending Tiles are met at any time, the game ends immediately. The 
Ending Tile that reads “The game ends when one player needs to play 
a tile and has none in their tile holder.” is always selected; if a player 
ever starts a round (after collecting a tile in the previous round) but has 
no more tiles in their tile holder to play, the game end is triggered. The 
nine other Ending Tiles trigger the end of the game when:

 • One player has 4 copies of the same Character Tile in play. 
(eg. 4 Sailor Moon, 4 Sailor Mars, etc.)

 • One player has 6 different Character Tiles in play. 
(eg. Sailor Moon, Sailor Chibi Moon, and the 4 planetary guardians)

 • One player has 3 copies each of 2 different Character Tiles in play. 
(eg. 3 Sailor Mercury and 3 Sailor Venus)

 • One player has 2 copies each of 3 different Character Tiles in play. 
(eg. 2 Sailor Mercury, 2 Sailor Venus, and 2 Tuxedo Mask)

 • One player has 4 white Character Tiles in play. (eg. copies of the white 
Sailor Moon, Tuxedo Mask, Sailor Jupiter, and Sailor Mars)

 • One player has all 4 Space-Time tiles in play. (ie. at least one copy 
each of Sailor Moon, Sailor Chibi Moon, Tuxedo Mask, and Sailor Pluto)

 • One player has all 4 guardian tiles in play. (ie. at least one copy each 
of Sailor Mercury, Sailor Mars, Sailor Jupiter, and Sailor Venus)

 • One player has 3 Villain Tiles in play. 
(eg. Queen Beryl, Zoycite, and Nephrite)

 • One player has tiles in play with numbers that total at least 36. 
(ie. Each Character Tile has a white number inside a black circle printed 
near the top right. When a player’s face-up tiles have numbers that sum 
to at least a total of 36, this Ending Tile condition is met.)

End Game Scoring
The player that triggers the game’s end has been defeated and cannot 
win. The other players then add up the values on all of their Success 
Tokens and the player with the highest total sum is the winner.

In case of a winning tie, the tied player who has the most tiles remaining 
in their tile holder wins. In case of another tie, the tied player who has 
the greater number of Success Tokens wins. In case of a third tie, the 
tied player with the fewest Villain Tiles collected wins. In the unlikely 
event of a fourth tie, the players share the victory.
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